
Index

In this index, c followed by a number signifies a numbered case in Appendix A (e.g., c22 refers to Case
No. 22). Page references followed by tab indicate tables

access. see denial of access; restricted access orders;
unauthorised access

addiction. see Internet: addiction
admissibility of evidence

applicability of the charge, c45
improper collection techniques, 8, 62–67,

71–74, 80–81, c70
reliability and integrity, 81–83

adverse publicity orders, 122, c76
see also publicity

aggravating factors, 124, 128–137, 146–147,
148tab

anonymous tips, 71–73
apologies to victims, 122, c76
Argentina, 55–56, c25
Ashcroft v Free Speech Coalition (2002), 70
ATM offences, 93, c3, c6, c7, c13, c17, c18, c54,

c121
attrition, of cases, 25–28, 32, 155

see also prosecution: impediments
auction fraud, 18
Australia

child pornography legislation, 69–70
cyber crime incidence, 15–16, 17
cyber crime legislation, 50, 52, 88, 94, 96,

97–98
national legislative harmonisation, 97–98
need for sentencing guidelines, 149
offences and sentences, 24–25
prosecution policy, 32–33

Australian Broadcasting Authority, 90
Australian Capital Territory, legislation, 232tab
Australian Constitution, 97

bank fraud, 51–52, c31
fraudulent ATM withdrawals, 93, c3, c6, c7, c13,

c17, c18, c54, c121
funds transfer fraud, 51–52, c2, c31, c32, c42,

c48, c57, c74, c90, c154, c158

internal-staff fraud, 117–118, c4, c13, c72,
c111

see also credit card fraud
bookmaking. see gambling offences
breach of trust, 146–147

as aggravating factor in sentencing, 136, c38,
c74, c93, c116, c121, c142

Canada
legislation, 234tab
offences and prosecutions, 21–23

chat rooms
for sexual exploitation of minors, 8, 76–77, c61,

c73
unlawful impersonation, c49

Child Online Protection Act of 1998 (US), 90
child pornography

cases, c119, cases, c19, cases, c27, cases, c58,
cases, c61, cases, c64, cases, c66,
cases, c68

adequacy of existing criminal law, 42–43,
c29

as aggravating factor in sentencing, 132,
133–134, c156

cases, c19, c21, c29, c36, c41, c46, c70, c73, c92,
c115, c118, c119, c128, c129, c135, c136, c141,
c151, c156, c157, c159, c160, c161, c162

determining offender’s identity, 62, c73
evidence availability, 82
evidence from third parties, 71–74, c136
as fantasy, 76–77, c19, c61
knowing possession, 69–70
lack of malicious intent, 142, c27
for legitimate research, 75–76, c64, c68
‘making’ indecent images, 41–42, c58, c66,

c115
as prosecutorial priority, 38–39
proving possession, 68, c66
re-offences, 111, c129
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child pornography (cont.)
for research purposes, 75–76, c46, c64, c66,

c68
sentences imposed, 119, 127tab, c159, c161
as serious crime, 34
for therapeutic use, 79, c119
unlawful search and seizure, 64, c70, c73,

c129
virtual versus real depictions, 69–70, 90, c141
see also chat rooms; obscenity; pornography

Child Pornography Protection Act of 1996 (US), 77
child sexual abuse

jurisdictional issues, 50
use of chat rooms, 8, 76–77, c61, c73

China
crimes deemed serious, 34
death penalty, 117–118, 126–127
legislation and regulations, 235tab

Circuit Layouts Act 1989 (Cth), 94
civil remedies, 13–30, 36–37, 54
co-operation, as mitigating factor, 139, 146, c120,

c125
Communications Decency Act of 1996 (US), 90
community service orders, 122, 129, 130, c15, c145
compensation to victims, 128, 130
compliance, 116–117
computer crime, 5, 7–9

outdated laws, 28
perceived incidence, 14–16
research proposals, 153–156

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 (US), 92–93,
234tab

Computer Misuse Act 1990 (UK), 78, 92–93, 233tab
computer tampering. see data: unlawful

modification; malicious code; unauthorised
access; virus offences; worms

computer vandalism, c149
as aggravating factor in sentencing
new laws against, 92–94
sentences, 128, 131
see also damage to property; malicious code; virus

offences; worms
computer viruses. see virus offences
computers

effect of involvement on sentence severity,
144tab, 142–147

instrumental versus incidental involvement, 7–9
see also digital technologies; forfeiture orders;

restricted access orders
conditional discharge, 129, 130
confiscation orders. see forfeiture orders
content

illegal and harmful, 95–96
offensive, 19, 34

Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and
Marketing (CAN-SPAM) Act of 2003 (US), 97

Convention on Cybercrime (Council of Europe),
51, 58, 59, 95, 96, 105

Copycats Inquiry, 108, 149
Copyright Amendment (Digital Agenda) Act 2000

(Cth), 94

copyright infringement, 13, 17–18, 107–108, 141,
142, c82, c91, c125, c132

legislation, 94–95
sentences, 12–13, 94–95, 140, c82

corporate crime, 11
Council of Europe

legislative harmonisation, 99–100
protection of personal privacy, 91
see also Convention on Cybercrime (Council of

Europe)
cracking, 54–55

see also hacking
credit card fraud, 117–118, c18, c50, c53, c54, c60,

c65, c79, c90, c91, c98, c111, c117, c122, c130,
c143, c144, c152, c155

Crimes Act 1958 (Victoria), 88, 232tab
Crimes Amendment Act (No.6) 1999 (New Zealand),

235tab
Crimes Amendment (Computer Offences) Act 2001

(NSW), 231tab
Crimes (Child Sex Tourism) Amendment Act 1994

(Cth), 50
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Act

2003 (Victoria), 232tab
Crimes (Stalking) Act 2003 (Victoria), 52, 88, c147
Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth), 97–98, 230tab
Criminal Code Act 1899 (Queensland), 88, 231tab
Criminal Code Act 1924 (Tasmania), 232tab
Criminal Code Amendment Act 2001 (Northern

Territory), 233tab
Criminal Code Amendment (Theft, Fraud, Bribery and

Related Offences) Act 2000 (Cth), 230tab
Criminal Code (Western Australia), 232tab
criminal investigation

private involvement in, 71–74, 84
prosecutors’ role, 31–32, 155

criminal law
application to cyber crime, 7, 91
failure to cover cyber crime, 42, 86, c9
see also cyber crime laws

criminal liability, exemptions, 74
cross-border offences

determining crime location, 51–52
effect on decision to prosecute, 33, 48–49
extradition problems, 55–56
extraterritorial undercover investigations, 57–59
host country prosecution, 53–54
international investigative co-operation, 51,

54–60, 139, 155–156
jurisdictional issues, 12, 49–53, 95
see also jurisdiction

The Cuckoo’s Egg, 48
cyber crime

civil remedies, 13–30, 36–37, 54
compared with conventional crimes, 6, 13, 46,

81–82, 84–85, 123, 148, 150–152
compared with corporate crime, 11
compared with economic crime, 9
compared with electronic commerce, 11–21
compared with intellectual property

infringement, 12
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compared with white collar crime, 9–10
as crime against the person, 87–88
as crimes against administration of justice,

90–91
as crimes against morality, 89–90
as crimes against property, 88–89
as crimes against the state, 34, 90–91
definition, types and scope, 5–9, 86–87, 99–100
determining location of offence, 51–52
distinguished from ‘cybercrime’, 5–6
incidence, Australia, 24–25
incidence, UK, 23–24
incidence, US, 20–21
incidence, victims’ perception, 13
victimisation surveys, 13
victims’ failure to report, 25–26
see also cross-border offences; judicial

punishment; jurisdiction; names of specific
cyber crimes (e.g., cyberstalking);
prosecution; sentences; seriousness of offence

cyber crime laws
creating new offences, 91–96
extending existing criminal offences, 91
international variations, 86–87
need for reform, 28
summaries, 230–237
see also criminal law; harmonisation of laws;

legislation
Cybercrime Act 2001 (Cth), 50, 96, 97–98, 230tab
Cybercrime Convention. see Convention on

Cybercrime (Council of Europe)
cyberspace, concept, 6
cyberstalking, 52, c47, c49, c147

jurisdictional issues, 88, c147
legislation, 87–88
sentences imposed, 129
see also e-mail: threatening and harassing

damage to property, c8, c33, c84, c97, c99, c112,
c131, c149

data
cyber crime data collection, 153–154

data, unlawful modification of
cases, c8, c14, c22, c24, c37, c48, c50, c54, c78,

c84, c88, c89, c93, c97, c106, c110, c116, c123,
c134, c149

new laws against, 92–94, 97
sentences imposed, 44, 93, 129, c123

death penalty, 117–118, 126–127, 129, 130, c72
death threats, c35, c50
defamation, 13
defence strategies, 29, 61, 74, 155

arguing youth as mitigating factor, c69, c76,
c77

challenging evidence admissibility, 58, 62–64,
65, 80–81, c70, c110

challenging identity of offender, 62, c73
challenging integrity of the evidence, 81–83
challenging jurisdiction, c2, c113, c147
challenging private involvement investigation,

71–74

challenging the appropriateness of the charge,
43–44, 55–56, c36

challenging the use of entrapment, 80–81
claiming excessive judicial delay, 29
denying criminal intent, 67–70, 112–113, 142,

c14, c15, c82, c91
in pornography cases

fantasy defence, 76–78
Internet addiction defence, 140–141, c119
legitimate research defence, 75–76, c64,

c68
public interest defence, 80, 142, c27
therapy defence, 79

see also mitigating factors
denial of access, c9, c10, c30, c56, c80, c102,

c149
denial-of-service attacks, 129, c81

sentences imposed, 121–122, c102
denunciation, 109–110, c15
deterrence

effectiveness, 112–113, 116–117, 148–149, 154
forms, 112

Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DCMA) of 1998
(US), 94–95

digital technologies
as basis of cyber crime, 5–13
pervasiveness
prosecutors’ familiarity with, 34–35

distributed denial of service. see denial-of-service
attacks

Domestic Security Enhancement Act of 2003 (US), 96
Dow Jones & Company Inc v Gutnick (2002), 13, 95
downward departures. see mitigating factors
drug offences, search and seizure in, 63–64
dual criminality, 51, 54–57, c25

e-commerce, 11–21
e-commerce offences, 15, 18, 19, 113, c5, c131

sentences imposed, 119, c143
e-mail

fraudulent offers by, 19
threatening and harassing, 19, c35, c47, c51,

c89, c108
unlawful interception of, c40, c134, c148
see also spam offences

economic crime, 9, 92–94
effects principle, 50
electronic monitoring/tagging, 121–122, 129, 130,

c102, c137
encryption

as challenge, 65–67, 84
deciphering, 65–67, c110, c162
as offence, 96

enhancements. see aggravating factors
entrapment, 8, 77–78, 80–81

see also under-cover investigations
evidence

admissibility challenges, 8, 62–67, 71–74, 81–83,
c45

availability to defence, 82
difficulties in obtaining, 27–28, 29, 48–49, 96
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evidence (cont.)
electronic, difficulties with, 64–67, 81–83, 84,

c110, c162
extraterritorial seizure, 57–58
through wiretaps, c55

extortion, 44, 57, c123, c155
extradition, 27, 44, 49, 51–52, 94–95, c31,

c123
difficulties and failures, 54–56, 57, c25
of juveniles, 53

extraterritoriality, 52

false accounting, c4, c11, c34
fantasy defence, 76–78, c61
film piracy, c132
financial loss, 14, 15–16, 54–55, 109

as aggravating factor in sentencing, 134–135,
c65, c105, c123

caused by juveniles, 141
fines, 129, 130
forensic procedures, 82–83
forfeiture orders, 118–119, 127, 129, 130, c12, c30,

c39, c120
fraud, 17–18

defrauding government agencies, c24, c37, c42,
c57, c104, c121, c142

financial loss, 18, 19, 134–135, c112
prosecutions, 42, 93, 115, c34, c39, c57, c105,

c123, c138, c142, c143
sentences imposed, 119, 129, 142–147, c143,

c152
see also auction fraud; bank fraud; credit card

fraud; false accounting; identity fraud;
investment fraud; wire fraud

Free Speech Coalition v Reno(1999), 77

gambling offences, c71
good character, as mitigating factor, 138
government computers, offences involving, c9,

c23, c24, c25, c28, c37, c38, c50, c54, c56, c57,
c63, c76, c80, c81, c104, c121, c134, c142

as aggravating factor in sentencing, 133,
135–136, c76, c79

laws against, 133
guilty plea, 56, 146

as mitigating factor, 139, c61, c100, c120, c137

hacking, 20, 55–56, 108, 140, 141, c9, c25, c30, c39,
c56, c63, c69, c76, c78, c80, c83, c88, c89, c96,
c101, c104, c107, c123, c131, c145, c149

defence arguments, 78, 80, c15, c145
sentences imposed, 117–118, 119, 122, 128, 129,

131, 141, c15, c39, c61, c79, c82, c98, c101,
c145

see also data, unlawful modification of;
unauthorised access

harm to victims
absence as mitigating factor, 139–140, c41
as aggravating factor, 136
assessing degree, 52–53
cross-national, 52–53

retribution for, 107–108
types, 108
see also financial loss

harmonisation of laws, 55, 97–105, 152
hate material, 19, c35
home detention orders, 121–122, 129, 130, c61,

c98
Homeland Security Act of 2002 (US), 133
Hong Kong

cyber crime ordinances, 32–33, 237tab
prosecution policy, 32–33

identity fraud, 18, c130
illegal and harmful content. see content
imprisonment, 127tab, 127–129, 130, 144, 147

duration, 128, 144–145
failure as deterrent, 112
as incapacitation, 110–111

incapacitation. see imprisonment
incest, c162
information

confidentiality, 92, c139, c144
theft, 88–89, c85, c133

Information Privacy Act 2000 (Victoria), 91–92
infrastructure, offences against, 34, 35

as aggravating factor in sentencing, 133
intellectual property infringement

harmful impact, 107–108, c82
new laws against, 94–95
as prosecutorial priority, 18, 38–39
relation to cyber crime, 12
reported nature and extent, 18
sentences imposed, 129

intent, 40–41
denial of, 74, c9
lack of malicious, 142
problems of proving, 67–70

Internet
addiction, 78–79, 140–141, c15, c119, c125
dishonest ISP access, c77, c98, c124
fraud complaints, 17–18
release of malicious code, 74, c9
restricted use orders, 119–120, 129, 130, c119,

c135
investment fraud, c105

Japan, 33, 34, 90
judicial procedures, reforms, 29, 152–153
judicial punishment, 106

definition, 115
effectiveness, 110, 121–122
objectives, 107–117
range and severity, 28, 115–116
relationship to seriousness of offence, 107–109
unintended adverse consequences, 110, 123
see also sentences

judiciary, technological expertise, 125, 152–153,
c90

jurisdiction, 27
Australian legislation, 52
cases involving, 12, 13, 88, 95, c2, c113, c147
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international investigative co-operation, 51,
54–60

principles, 50
jury appeal, 35–36
‘Just Deserts’, 109
juveniles

custodial sentences, 141, c15, c76
extradition, 53
prosecution of, 37, 44–45, 46
youth as mitigating factor, 141, c69, c76, c77

key-logging, 66–67, 83–84, c55, c110, c154
kidnapping, of suspects, 59
knowledge. see possession

legislation
Australia, 50, 52, 88, 91–94, 96, 97–98,

230–235tab
Canada, 234tab
child pornography, 90
China, 91, 235tab
cross-border harmonisation, 152
cyberstalking, 88
damaging computer data, 92–94
extraterritorial application, 52
Hong Kong, 32–33, 237tab
intellectual property protection, 94–95
national security, 90–91, 96
New Zealand, 235tab
Philippines, 55
privacy, 91–92
property crimes, 88–89
racial and religious vilification, 95–96
search and seizure provisions, 96
United Kingdom, 78, 92–93
United States, 77, 90–91, 92–93, 94–95, 96, 97,

132
unlawful computer access, 54–55, 92–94
see also Convention on Cybercrime (Council of

Europe); cyber crime laws
litigation. see defence strategies
loan-sharking, c110
London Extradition Scheme, 51
‘Love Bug’ virus, 42, 52–53, 54–55, 86, 109,

134

malicious code, 74, 109, c9, c33, c62, c84, c99,
c100

see also virus offences
mental health, as mitigating factor, 140, c91,

c130
Mexico, 58, 59
minors. see sexual exploitation of minors
misappropriation of funds, 136, c142
mitigating factors, 138–142, 146

raised by defence, 147tab
raised by offenders, 138tab

monitoring computer usage orders, 121, 129, 130,
c146

music piracy, 109, c77, c132, c163
mutual assistance agreements, 51, 57–58

NASA computer system, 55–56, 135–136, c79, c98
national security offences, 96, c28, c59

as aggravating factor in sentencing
nationality principle, 50
Neo-Nazi content, 34, 95
New South Wales

legislation, 91–92, 231tab
sentencing guidelines, 149

New Zealand, legislation, 235tab
No Electronic Theft (NET) Act of 1997 (US), 94–95
Northern Territory, legislation, 92, 233tab

obscenity offences
cases, c26, c27, c29, c67, c113
sentences imposed, 42–43, 129, c29

offenders
characteristics, 2, 146
determining identity, 26–27, 40, 49, 62

offensive content, 19, 34, 95–96
Operation Buccaneer, 155–156
Operation Cathedral, 155–156
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD), 98–99

PATRIOT Act, 90–91, 96
payment of costs, 129
periodic detention, 129, 130
Philippines, 54–55, 86
phone phreaking, 29, c1, c5, c16, c79, c86

sentences imposed, 111, 129
phreaking. see phone phreaking
piracy offences, 39

sentences imposed, 129
Pleasant v Lovell (1989), 73
pornography

adequacy of existing criminal law, 89–90
Australian restrictions on, 90
definition, 69
‘making’ indecent images, 68–69, c58, c115
reported incidence, 19
website creation, c98
see also child pornography

possession
difficulties of proving, 67–70, c46, c58, c66,

c115, c129, c141
lack of knowledge defence, c27, c66

preventive measures, 2
see also adverse publicity orders; deterrence;

forfeiture orders; imprisonment;
rehabilitation; restricted access orders

prior convictions, absence as mitigating factor, 138
Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act 2000 (Cth),

91–92
Privacy and Personal Information Act Protection Act

1998 (NSW), 91–92
privacy legislation, 91–92
privacy offences, 20, c23, c30, c44, c89, c103, c139,

c148
as aggravating factor in sentencing, 133
emerging case law, 13
sentences imposed, 119
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242 INDEX

probation, 1, 128, 129, 130
property damage. see damage to property
proportionality in punishment, 109
prosecution

cross-border difficulties, 48–49, 51–58
deciding whether to prosecute, 32–37, 39tab,

48–49
framing the charge, 40
by host country, 53–54
identifying the offender, 27, 62
impediments, 29, 38tab, 38, 64–67
inadequate resources, 33, 37, 46
of juveniles, 37, 44–45, 46
principles and policies, 32–33
priorities, 38–39
proving possession, 67–70
‘public interest’ aspect, 33
referrals and declinations, US, 38tab
see also evidence; jurisdiction; jury appeal

prosecutors
challenge of cross-border cases, 48–49
denying evidence to defence, 82
role in criminal investigation, 31–32
use of wiretaps, c55

PROTECT Act, 132
Provide Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and

Obstruct Terrorism (PATRIOT) Act of 2001 (US),
90–91, 96

public interest
in decision to prosecute, 33
as defence tactic, 80, c44

publicity
adverse publicity orders, 122, 123, c76
celebrity status through, 110, 123
of cyber crime techniques, 110

punishment. see judicial punishment

Queensland, legislation, 88, 231tab

racial vilification, 95–96
recidivism, 110–111, 116, c39, c129
Recording Industry Association of America, 108,

141
rehabilitation, 113–114

see also remorse
religious vilification, 95–96
remorse, 114, 122
remote searches, 84

see also under-cover investigations
Reno v ACLU (1997), 90
repeated acts, as aggravating factor, 135, c82,

c87
research project, as child pornography defence,

75–76, c46, c64, c66, c68
restitution orders, 114–115, 118, 126–127, 128,

129, 130, c95, c105
restricted access orders, 120, 129, c39, c79, c82,

c120, c135, c138, c143, c148, c152
enforceability, 119, 154
as overly restrictive, 119–120, c39, c118, c135,

c138

retribution, 107–108
Russia, 57–58

sabotage, of computer systems, c101, c112
sanctions

range and severity, 115–116
types, 117–122, 127tab, 125–128

search warrants
authorisation and requirements, 62–63, 65, c73
challenges to validity, 63–64, c46, c70
‘exigent circumstances’ exception, 63

searches, by private actors, 71–74
security. see national security; privacy
seizure, of computer systems, 65, 84
seizure orders. see forfeiture orders
sentences

for child pornography, 128, 130
effect of computer involvement, 144tab, 142–147
for hacking and computer vandalism, 128, 131
national and regional variations, 127tab,

126–127, 130, 131, 151
for obscenity, 128, 130
by principal offence type, 129
see also sanctions; sentencing

sentencing
aggravating factors, 124, 128–137
guidelines, 124, 149
mitigating factors, 29, 124, 138–142

seriousness of offence
assessment/definition, 33–35, 52–53, 107–108,

143
child pornography, 34, 35
cyber crime, 149
effect on judicial punishment, 107–109
public perceptions, 107–108

sexual exploitation of minors, 8, 76–77, 132, c61,
c159, c162

shaming, 116–117
sharemarket manipulation, 53–54, 108–109, 114,

135, c43, c87, c94
shoplifting, c45
Snell v Pryce (1990), 92
software piracy, 12–13, 94–95, 113, 135, c39, c52,

c82, c95, c153
sentences imposed, 119

sophisticated commission of crime, as aggravating
factor, 137, c87, c121

South Australia, legislation, 231tab
spam offences, c87, c146

legislation against, 97
sentences imposed, 129

special skills, as aggravating factor, 137, c88, c93,
c127

stalking. see cyberstalking
Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v United States Secret Service

(1994), 65
Stewart, Justice Potter, 69
stings. see under-cover investigations
Summary Offences Act 1953 (South Australia), 231tab
Summary Offences (Offensive and Other Weapons) Act

1998 (South Australia), 231tab
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supervised release, 129, 130
surveillance, electronic, 96
suspended sentences, 129, 130, 144

tagging. see electronic monitoring/tagging
Tasmania. legislation, 232tab
taxation offences, c23, c24, c42
telecommunication offences

altering accounting data, c38
evasion of cable TV fees, c126, c164
evasion of phone charges, c60, c75, c86
financial fraud, c20
fraudulent sale of services/equipment, c55,

c114, c126
interception of communications, c25, c40, c150
sentences imposed, 129
telemarketing fraud, c5
see also phone phreaking

territoriality principle, 50
terrorism, 90–91, 96
theft

computer equipment, c97, c107
computer passwords, c60
goods and money, c48, c74, c90, c106
sentences imposed, 129

Theofel v Farey-Jones (2003), 13
therapy, pornography as, 79, c119
trespass, 89
trials, reform proposals, 125

unauthorised access, 43–44, 51–52, 55–56, 78, 80,
118, 135–136

cases, c9, c11, c13, c16, c22, c25, c28, c39, c40,
c44, c50, c54, c60, c76, c78, c79, c83, c85, c88,
c91, c93, c95, c101, c103, c108, c109, c111,
c116, c122, c123, c143, c145, c148, c155

new laws, 92–94, 97
sentences imposed, 129

under-cover investigations, 57–59, 77–78, c88
United Kingdom

convictions, 23–24
legislation, 78, 92–93, 233tab
need for sentencing guidelines, 149
prosecution policy, 32–33
prosecutors’ role, 31–32

United Nations, 100–101
United States

accepting host country prosecution, 53–54
child pornography legislation, 70
cyber crime legislation, 77, 90–91, 94–95, 96, 97,

234tab
denial of extradition to, 54–57

entrapment defence, 80–81
extraterritorial seizure of evidence, 57–58, 60
forcible kidnapping of suspects, 59
offences and prosecutions, 20–21
prosecution policy, 32–33, 37
prosecutors’ criminal investigation role, 31–32
referrals and declinations, 38tab, 38
sentencing guidelines, 124, 132–133

United States Code 18 U.S.C, 234tab
United States Constitution

freedom of expression, 70, 75, 84–85, 90, c68
protection against self-incrimination, 67, 84–85
unreasonable searches, protection from, 58,
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